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MARCY OPE% SCHOOL

:ommunil, Liy Pro,.2r:..n Report.

Procedure ..nd Re-..t.It.-;(1t of Ge.ti.;

The present report is bacei III In the tata and observations collected from

_ nritinity ac:.:z1 . -ht Tut . 1)74. The parti-

cipants consisted. Irimar11;, f cl;eht 1', -r -f which participated

for the first time in M..y. 2.1ch "fz3maly" It Marcy cowists of two classrooms.

The breakdown of particip4tion 1.3: Family One had '.7,D five times, Family Two had

CD four times, Family Three :Jd it three times, and Families Four and Five each

went twice. The t.port ore. nixed intn section: b-u;cd upon .,he goals for

Marcy School as they relate to the evalu:,tion of the CD program. An attempt is

made to clarify the r.qationship befallen the -,oalo as they were written into the

Community Day proposal, tip: exp,,ct..tiuns 4.xprcLI.led by various groups involved,

ani the asorvation,. of the evaluator.

The dat in the rcr,ort has gathered from interviews and questionnaires

constructed specifically ror Community Day. Some "quantifiable data", that is

the,ie items which ".:tool low onou,:h to lit: counted, measures the impact

of the school on the connunity b%:led upe: the behavioral and attitudinal obser-

vationc of the volunteers and resourcc.1. For purposes of this report, "volunteer"

refers to any adult who accompanies the children to a site, or who works with

them in the classroom. "Resource" refers to an adult or site location which

serves as the "educational input" to the students.

One crucial basis for the CD evaluation is the three major Marcy goals for

children, as well as the additional program-specific goals. The goals and the

evaluation exi,ectations are outlined in the Community Day Proposal, and will be

restated here to clarify the report for the reader.



the tnree components of the goals for children are:

1. We want girls and boys to speak, listen, write, read and deal with
mathematical concepts effectively and confidently.

2. We expect that children gill take more responsibility for their own
learning in all areassocial, academic and physical.

3. We hope children will increase their understanding of their
individual rights and the rights of others.

The evaluation task is to determine whether the CD program facilitates growth

in those areas as well as meets the program-specific goals.

The program-specific goals are asked of the CD program in the following way:

1. Does CD provide "activities, materials, and interactions" which
would not otherwise be available, and in addition, "...what aspects
of the regular school environment are interrupted or eliminated by
the implementation of CD."

2. The proposal asks:
a) how do the teachers use the additional time now available to them?
L) how do they set their priorities?
c) how much is accomplished of what they have planned, and
d) what is the effect of the program on the staff?

3. What is the decree of satisfaction among the various participants
involved is the program?

The information pertaining to the academic aspects was collected by distributing

questionnaires and observation sheets to the teachers and volunteers in o, der to

detemne the kinds of Lasic skills required in the different phases of CD.

Teachers were also asked to indicate their expectations for student accomplishment

both during a specific CD, and for the projected range of Community Days.

The data relating to the second component of student goals; responsibility-

taking, were collected by the monitoring of the evaluator and the Community Day

Developer, based upon observation and teacher reports. Adaitionally, a section

of the student interviews conducted for the overall Marcy evaluation included

questions about CD. This student interview was collected from 37 students drawn

from the random sample used in the overall Marcy evaluation.

A questionnaire which included ratings of children's behavior, both in

relationships with adults, and with each other, was distributed to both volunteers

and resources to assess the impression made by Marcy students on the community.

5
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T 1:Tect:. or CD were extv:Ined }:y giving each teacher a

quzitionn:iire thc:m to L:t exptet,:ition:: for the tt:;e of their own

tIme, the woo,..n!..1:-:etit:: of their :;tudent, the doeree of ::.itisfaction and

level of their wz1 at

Observ%*,t, requo:Jine information on the re-integration of activities

into the cluscroom were di:.triLuted to e :1ch teacher in an attempt to

.

Each volunteer, r..re.,- %hit te.teher was ':eked to give a rating of level of

.41t% their c'xperienee in tilt, program.

A lue:t:onn..dre home from the : chool to parents in early March,

and agn in Y.H.-May to N.4...ie the amour;!. or Fxticipation, the level of

una,;r.,.- :;mouut of :;:it..11:f.t2:ion with the procram.

e;,!Irition :nort will descrIhe the c:;:erging pattern of CD as it

relate . t pr:..nx;ra, and ,111 r(.7./.! .;::.es which seem pertinent to the

: : the forw,tjve hictory of the CD

Lo Li:a data inter-

Inter.r. 1 to .nc: , ,c 3cLod a strong Involvement by vci-

1:Iven a r.inotion by forming a part-time povition

first year, 4.14. -1 "pc.,..ni-I.JI.:on". Tho function of this position was to m:;.n-

' !lin :-trong link bctwetql the profe.:sional sch.)ol staff and the parent community.

A.: more and more rt.ren4,s otner Ldult.:: in the community became active partici-

:n varioq:. a:;pccts of Lie and as the ;:t,aff came more and more to

u::". and dr:p..1., upon "la' Involvement, the part-time position, now titled

-dipator, ,,xp,:nded t" ,,ob. The philosophy

rf looking the community :1 vital rind leritimate source of education flowed

c,%:jc into tors more :pecialized Community Day concept.

-3- 6



That epeeifie .eeept wee fermulatei In the mindo of some teachers and

parents who bean t neet teetther in the euener of 1973 to crystallize the

concept into a werkine :Teat. re: col.anittee expanded to include input from more

members of the sell ,el oureetnit:.1. As the committee re-worked the early drafts,

it sought to develep a prop)eal that would provide several things. These included

teacher release tine, wiler inteeratet curriculum opportunities for students, and

coordinated partIcleation ."f earent. velunteers and community resources.

The proposal we.:. .ritten e.eelel!e In reeponee to the tenchern' expressed

need for more plannine time, a. :.-11 ee to provide an opportunity to try

exciting ideas for et:Acne-coet:1'y interection. It wee considered crucial by

the planners that {. revia- et-iliee:111 experiences for Marty students. Some

parents and steff w.:- ceneerned ut e possible conflict from these dual goals.

Will the teechers re.tity heve more free time, or will the demands foi CD pliming

!tn t.:xtre. Teteikeer.:. propoeed as the best "Day" because of the

alreey oxietint: -herter eceeol day duo to the Tuesday Release Time program in the

Minneepelie Pub lie 2cheee,

The position o!' t!..e ceerdinetor evolved out of the attempts to reconcile the

relele peklen. The job description of the (as the title was

devi,ed) Community Day Del.eloper includes coordinating the days' activities of

the students, training voluneeere, planning and integrating the community involvement

with the curriculum. (c. a'., Propoeel, 11.4)

The cori.'nittee end eventually the Marcy Council felt very rtrongly that

implementation of such u program was only possible with the firm support of the

parents. Meetings were organised to present the proposal, and ballots were

distributed for the pLrents to vote their approval or express their reservations.

The Marcy Council was very active in soliciting votes, and postponing the program

1
Infernatien providei frer: neeee Frank Giennotta, MET Evaluator.



adoption :int i 1 sit !i,,i v,)! ( . On 4-*.Ar,ry .14, the proe:ra.n

officially with the 11..line, :f II, !), r th.. Ev.iluator.

dati colluct firzit w:r. T..rimarily formative

in n%tur(:. Tht_. I) (.01.1 t, aid tii.'n pinpoint. the we:tk

,:pot:.: to re,:d. t,:f. The ow-La:tor Lind the CLD then met with

:IA :1 t.- tht int'ormra. ti on. The result

th.1- , ..!11 CD, in :1. r. :;pon..le to the c.ritique.

"r ., on t.:

Lv_n .; tm. Cr) properni people closelj

.it l !1 ; *r I Vo: t.:!1:1.7; t !*lat One

t.... : *z. .

uf ,1 i

t Wo; r. -nee by the

%14,14.;ch. nuen or the evaluation wa:; geared to

r_rie Tact c,:' the prortm on the eommanit;, is to compare

the .7 a.n.: p_reeivc.i. the bch%vior of the

...t..zients. The %gain in the proL:ram, and the level

sat;:sf,etic.zi own exi.,:::i laces contribute to the total impact.

Tice followine w;re con.;%rActed in rspense to the questions: "Please

rate the cverall behavior or tn..: group". The ratings were based upon a set of

forced- choice pir:-: of orpo;:im: !idjeetive:.: for student behavior. Both the

volunteer.; r(..:1);reCL riven the same sets of choices. Persons

checked only appropriate desc:riptiorr, thus the number of rA,sponses vaxies from

the number of respondents.



Voluntter P.,recption of L;tudents' Behavior

Form diLftributed = 121 Number returned = 71

10 20

Prepared

Unreparet

No response .11.04111111

60 70

Creative

Resis ten

10 20 60

Cooperative

Uncooperative
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Resources i'ercepLionts of Students Over-all Behavior with Them

Number of questionnaires returned . 49 Number distributed - 64

Curious

10 15 20

Indifferent

Attentive

Bored

Polit

Rud

Prepare

Unprepare r
"74

AIL....5 10 30 35 40,

11 5

No Response

15 20 25 30 35

+..=mlimwonmimr

Cooperative

Uncooperative
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The pictun. prv.*ent.; .t fairly positive vie:, of the students. Comments, both

those written on the evaluation fornw, and those made personally to the evaluator,

reflect a "halo" effect. ivit in, people tend to give high numerical ratings on

the form because they re aware thrit they are participating in a new program.

The comments, however, both those written: on the form, and those made personally

to the evaluator, tend to qu.tlify the ihlial impression of over-all positiveness.

The comments raise the following issues:

"I don't N r4C1 N%ti to prepare in order to work with the kids."

"I don't know nit back- ound of the kids or the classroom preparation
in this area, co I can't answer the question about preparation."

".brie* r.,..1 tL ..tontI spii and the resources' expectations con't
:latch."

"Resourc-.: 2h, N.A h-tve. known how to gear their presentations to the
..tudtnts' levPi."

"students ov.:rwhi.imed 1,P1 the experience and didn't know what
they l."

,^ 4 , 4 4h t t ttle experience is over--what is the effect of the
'its aftr they are back in the classroom?"

Generally, the )_iutu4t, of volunter,m:' and resources' responses show a

congruence of percentions of the children' behavior. Some hesitation was noted

the cor.ments, hc:,:ver, which again indicate that there may be a halo effect.

The respondents sometimes seemed to go out of their way to explain a positive

rating.

"Kids will be kids; I didn't expect too much."

"They're just normal kids."

"I expected some restlessness."

The most difficult to interpret statement was: "They were very good,

considering..."

Often, the question of preparedness was avoided, or qualified by the resources,

in particular.

11



"I don't know the school curriculum well enough to know what to

expect in the way of prop%ration."

"1 guess they wore prepared, but I didn't know what they wanted to

find out.

"There wasn't any way they could have prepared for this."

It has also been noted ay the evaluator, that in spite of advance knowledge,

resources are surprised that the students are so young. It seems to be as

difficult to understand that young children are interested in a particular

subject as it is to gear down an explanation of that subject. Because the

Marcy curriuclum is not grade-oriented, children's interests do not necessarily

fellow a pre-ordered level of difficulty. Nine year-olds and five year-olds

may be pursuing the same interests, both in the classroom, and outside of it,

at their own levels of ability. The Marcy concept of integrated curriculum is

a response to the multiple age grouping, which the community at large has not

yet assimilated.

The numerical aspect of CD offers another perspective on the question of

impact. The number of volunteers, resources, students and teachers involved may

be used to put the program into an overall perspective. (Data based on information

collected through May hi).

Number of volunteers: 98

Percentage of parents: 59%

Overall percentage of parent population of school who served as CD

volunteers: 23% (For purposes of these computations, families are
consiiered to provide ohe representative adult at any given time).

There is an average of thirty students per room. The number of volunteers

utllized so far in CD is 20% of the parent population of each room. Each CD so

far has provided at least five groups per room. The groups are deliberately kept

at a small size; they average about six per grovp. In order to maintain a CD

program for each room, there musL, be a commitment of 20% of the parents for that room.

An additional factor is that the 20% often consists of the same parents volunteering

mare than once. In the program to date, 21 parents have worked on two days, and nine

have volunteered three times. .9. 1.2



The' piint L, !N.:.L It look:; a.1 though there aro 30 available parents in any

given room on any aver `au but Ihqt in fact the number of parents who can

actually pIrticirly i fax fewer.

The remaining volunteers were drawn from the aides in the classroom (two of

whom are parents), intern teachers, Project Open students, student-teachers and

non-school personwel. The four ;tides each participated in three CDs.

The period of time covered for these figures consists of nine CDs, from

February 26 to May 14.

The program so far has been able to maintain the needed numbers of volunteers.

It is questionable, however, if maintainance can be confined at the same level.

Other kinds of programs are ongoing at Marcy, many of which require the aid of

parent cr other non-school adults. As of January, 1974, according to the Com-

munity Resources Coordinator, 45% of the parents were active in the school in

ways other taan simply attendin adult-centered meetings. Data is not available

at this time about how many of those people have either shifted over to the CD

program, or ::Lo have added on CD responsibilities to their ongoing involvement

within the school.

Aside from volunteers, the CD program requires a varied and numerous

availability of resources in the community. The total number of resources provided

so far is 65 site locations (with supervisory adults) and eight "natural" locations

(parks, riverbanks, etc.). Just counting the sites and attending adults, 15

have been used on two CDs, two have been visited three times.

Many of these resources do not typically open up to the public. Exceptions

were granted because the group was small, or because of personal favors.

The sheer barrage of numbers does not clarify, except for those directly

involved in the program, the element of logistics. For example, there has been

mention of the possibility of CD occuring on a weekly basis, although this was

not specifically called for in the proposal. If that were to happen, the task

of organization would involve lining up (generally by telephone) enough adults



and resources to handle 60 groups of students from the school. The figure of 60

groups is based upon compu'.ing from an aver:,;e of six groups per room consisting

of five students each for the ten classrooms. The task may be a managezIle one,

but it would be accomplished at the expe..se of some of the other goals of the CD

program; wIlieh includes the goal for the CD program to provtle teach.:r release

time, staff development, sharing and teaming. This is considered crucial to the

smooth functioning of an Open School. The purpose of the school program, however,

(including release-time for teachers) is also to provide the best possible

environment for children. The expectations are for the CD program to provide a

high quality experience for the students. These goals; excellence of program and

teacher-release time, are not necessarily in conflict with each other on paper. The

actual implementation of the- program, however, shows, in sharp relief, that there is

a conflict, at least in terms of management.

For example, stated expectation of the Developer's job description is to

provide integration of ongoing classroom activities ith those of CD. Observation

and involvement in the classroom is suggested as one method of accomplishing this.

The prospect of organizing several small groups per classroom, around an integrated

concept, poses a conflict of priorities. Should the teachers be released for a

set amount of time (possibly each Tuesday), regardless of the quality of the

students' part of the program? The reservations of the parents during the initial

planning and writing of the proposal become very relevant here. How does CD

differ from a field trip, or an experience provided by the parent? Whose

resnonsibility is it to plan the activities and re-integrate them into the learning

environment of the classroom? The proposal lists the latter responsibility as

part of the position of the Community Day Developer. "1. Observing in the

resource centers and families and beccming aware of the present curriculum and

the possibilities for integrating CD activities into the classroom" and "working

with the staff to prepare Marcy students for CD activities." (Proposal, p.4)

14



A recent Community Dry (May 1h) involved seven classroels. The task of setting

up the mechanical part of the pro.,ram far outweighed the time available for

curriculum development. It is not the sole responsibility of the CDD to plan

an integrated curriculum. The cooperation of the teachers is essential.. The

parents' concern about CD providing release time or becoming a burden to the

teachers still appears to be a live issue. The teachers must decide their level

of commitment to the program based upon a realistic examination of planning time and

process. The following section on teacher-related data reveals some of the

expectations and accomplishments provided so fax by CD.

A further measure of the Marcy School impact on the community can be assessed

by looking at the data on resource willingness to participate another time, and

by the level of increased understanding of the Marcy program.

1. When asked if they would be willing to serve as a resource
again, 32 resources agreed and only five did not.

2. Twenty-one of the resources indicated that the CD experience
had increased their understanding of the Open School approach,
six replied "no" and eight were "not sure".

The parent questionnaire was distributed at the beginning and end of the

Community Day program. The primary purpose of the questionnaire was to determine

levels of parent satisfaction with the program to date, and to assess the degree

of involvement in the program. Comparisons of the pre and post test results

indicate a dramatic movement of little involvement to greater involvement by

parents.

Pre-tes

Post-tes

Item: I am involved in some aspect of CD.

ft No" responses

1:)12L1122Ec21lses.
Pre-test = 99
Post -testa 59



"Yes" responses

The pre-test response to the question of involvement indicates that

87% of the parents answered "no" while the post-test response

indicates 65% answered "no".

The pre-test response indicates 12% answered "yes" to the question

of involvement while the post-test response incticates 3S%

answered "yes".

These results indicate that almost three times as many parents were involved

at the end of the "pilot rum" as had been involved in the early stages of the

trial.

...1,cPcympalizatillua)lur_atalmAolsW1012,
As previously noted, one of the major goals of the CD program was to provide

release time for teachers. The CD proposal listed 27 possible activities for which

teachers right utilize the release time. In fact, the teachers' actual use of time

can be categorized as follows.

Based upon nine returned questionnaires of a possible 12.

Planning with interns - five responses
Planning with other adults - nine responses
Work on classroom records - five responses
Organize classroom materials - six responses
Plan special activities - two responses
Committee obligations - one response

How much was accomplished of the Day's planned work?

All - four
One-fourth - one
One-half - three

If all was not accomplished, it was because:

Not enough time - two responses
Distractions if students left behind or returning early,

(including planning for five-year-olds who stayed all day) - two responses

Professional interruptions - two responses
Other adult interruptions - five responses



Long range goals for this year's CDs listed by teachers for their release

time ieeluded:

Time for better preparation - three responses
Prepare for CD - one response
Develop behavior management skills - two responses
Professional development - one response
Recordkeeping - three responses
Work with other adults - two responses

The teachers listed some long range goals for their students, i.e.,
their expectations of what CD would help students achieve.

Transition from classroom to outside environment - two responses

More in-depth learning - three responses
Discover how to use resources to further child's own learning - one response

When asked to list the expectations for accomplishment by one CD,
the following categories emerged:

Learning to ask relevant questions - five responses
Learn to work as a group - four responses
Learning haw to "follow thru" on activity making - seven responses

Sharing of experiences - four responses
Decision-making - two responses

How many of these expectations were fulfilled?

None three-fourths 1
One-fourth All 3

One-half Don't yet know 1

How do teachers determine whether or not an expectation was accomplished
by students?

Discussion afterwcrds - seven responses
Individual projects - three responses
Prepared material completed - three responses
Feedback and suggestion for continued activities - one response
Feelings about CD - one response

The pattern that emerges from the data indicate that the teachers seem

hopeful about using CD as a means of guiding students into a process of "follow

thru" on activities.

It is unclear from the data 1) how the teachers expect to accomplish this

(though there are some trends which will be indicated later) and 2) the information

about what constitutes a completed activity is not available. (How does this

relate to the integrated curriculum concept, for example).



The responses to the Teacher Questionnaire section on accomplishment of

long-range goals indicate that the teachers felt that their students accomplished

CD goals more fully than they lid for themselves.

A long-range time span on this questionnaire is higliTy variable because of

the experimental foe= of the pro ;ram. Two classrooms began as early as February

26, and one as late us May 14, so "long-range" can refer to anywhere from 9 to 2

Tuesdays. Please refer to the Appendix: Schedule of Community Days at Marcy

Open School for more detailed information about the number of CDs various

classrooms participated in.

The teachers commented that they were very aware of the flexible nature of

CD, that more time was necessar: to fully integrate their classroom activities

into the concept of CD, and therefore to use the available time more efficiently

for themselves.

Teacher Questionnaires: 10 distributed
7 returned

Item: I accomplished my long-range goals for Community Day Release Time.

None 2 3/4

1 1/4 1 all

3 1/2

Item: gy students accomplished their long-range goals.

1 1/2 3 3/4

One of the main goals of the school relating to children's learning is the

increasing facility of basic skills. The proposal states, "Motivation for

learning the basic skills will be increased and gain importance to the children

as they cope with concrete problems and situations in the wider community."

The only "basic skill" listed as an expectation by the teachers was "learning

to ask questions". By implication, other expectations clearly involved

"languaging" activity. Information about specific feedback of children's experiences



into the ir ril_;ciwvol in the SE ction on audont Responses.

Int rr r-tJ ti.)zL of the t,...cht:mt sceow tc indicate a concern for the

issue cf coLpleta!:2 an activity, achieving a sense of

closure for Ult.. stul.mt. The ,:,xpectation in the proposal is for the Community

Day Developer t' facilitate that expectation. It is not clear whether the

teachers view the OD in that role, but it does seem possible, from the data, that

CD is expected to provide that learning possibility.

Prouarl-;.nemlf'Ic !-0-1:: 1,v-1 of Satisf:kction

What is the degree of satisfaction among the various participants involved

in the program?

Various particirant3 in the CD program were asked to rate their level of

satisfaotiun with thLir own experiences in the program.

Data includes ratings from volunteers, resources, parents and teachers.

Respondents were asked to circle the description that seemed to match their

feeling; very z,atisied, somewhat satisfied, neutral, somewhat dissatisfied, very

dissatisfied.

Satisfaction Level - Volunteers and Resources:

Volunti-rs

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Sat.

Neutral

Somewhat Dis.

Very Dissatisfied

-16-
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Resources

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Sat.

Neutral

Somewhat Dis.

Very Dissatisfied

Resources: I was satisfied with the amount and type of preparation

The volunteers tended more often to be "very satisfied" than did the

resources. The resources tended to check the neutral position more often. A

possible factor may be the varying amounts of time that the volunteers and

resources spent with the kids. The volunteers start out at the school, and

transport forth and back, as well as accompany the groups during the activity.

The implication may be that the more time spent with the students, the more

likelihood of some positive interaction, and therefore more satisfaction is

felt for one's role in the experience. Volunteers for the most part are also

parents ands they have a high investment in the school.

The data from the parent questionnaire regarding satisfaction level shows

the following picture.

Parents' Satisfaction level: (Post-test only)

N 10 1 20 25 30

Very Satisfie

Somewhat Sat.

Neutral

Somewhat Dis.

Very Dissatisfied



The level of .'atiur.ictior4 data chews that parents who marked "no" to the

item: "1 am involved in some aspect of Community Day" were more likely to

indicate "Very Satisfied" on thy satisfaction scale.

Item: "7 am involved in some aspect of CD" Yes 32 No ,a_

Of the "no" group, 46% indicated "very satisfied" with the program.

Of the ye tt iToup, LO% indicated "very satisfied".

Interpretation lu simply a common-sense note that people who are less

f%miliar with an event have less basis with which to be critical or dissatisfied.

Thr data from the teacher questions on level of satisfaction are as

follows:

Item: "I am satisfied with the CD program"

Very Satisfied ,,4 responses

Somewhat Satisfied = 3 responses

Xarcy Coals for Children

The goals for students which are assessed in this evaluation are listed in

the beginning of this report.

Goal 1 - Learning Basic Skills

The information .ibout basic skills was provided in part by responses of

the volunteers who were with the students.

Their picture of basic skill involvement looks like this:

To get some Mel- of which t re basic skills children were called upon to use for

CD, a two-part format was devisPd. The volunteers were asked to rate both the

way in which the activity was presented to the students (did the resource speak

without using materials - did he/she hold up things for students to read, etc.),

and the kinds of responses required by the students in order to participate.

(Did they need to ask questions? read something, assemble a model, etc.) The

volunteers had not been "trained" or briefed in terms of what each specific

term meant regarding basic skills. It is in the planning for future CDs that



volunteers be involved' more closely witt preparation and follow -up of the activities.

It may be possible then to present, :! '
L:chematized and more elaborate evaluation

of the various kinds of learning stimulNted by CD.

verba

writte

readin

mat

Demo

other

Basic Skills: ri:esentation of Activity

10 20 30

verba,

readi

writin

mat

speaking/listenin

dem

other

Basic Skills: Response Required by Students

The teachers, some of the aides, or volunteers were given "feedback sheets"

to list some of the ways in which activities were re-integrated into tne classrooms

Responses ranged from "impossible to tell yet", to specific printed lists of

questions that the students were responsible for answering. A quantitative

account of the numerous special projects and activities would simply be a number

without much meaning. A more effective way of presenting this kind of information
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Lot. '41 through a personal observation of a particular concept of one CD

%ctivity - unforturrIte1y, the ev.Ituator, as a part-time employee is not able

presently to do justice to that kind of ohtervation.

Another wty et' okin,. :.;ta.vient, responses to CD is to directly quortion

student %bout ,x1.,.rit!nee. The Marcy student ouestionnaire included five

ltistions about CD. 3omo of the luetionnaire responses relate to assessment of

which Lt important to students:

Goal T.tking Ren:.itility for Tearnint.!

tudent Questionnaire Re:;pons.'s: :Iu:lber of Resp,ndenk, j7

J..Ciete WWIt t.;_, do ror Cott,:lunity Day:

' t :iio_Lec,

t) rrosehted idtas; ::tudeat, ehme - 2)

. 1

you didn't like?

:T;

r,:-t,(21::Iti.lity for learning is n vital one in

. Ti 1,11. it voik ing oris The process of CD as :it AOS

rmt.t; by th,, (,10 !.r:floctr this gc-1.

the the process is as follows:

%h- thi input about classroom projects,

ai Jlic organizes those, goes into the classroom

11.:cuss r.,:. with thc., student:: what the teacher has said and nsks for their ideas,

-11,1 c,:,nc(!rns. Thir information is then categorized and appropriate

a :.angrA. She thtln returns to the classroom and lists the

raccs ideas that she has r.nd the students make their final choices.



Goal 3 - Respecting Rights of Selvs and Others.

One measure of this aspect of student learning wry; looked at in terms of

volunteers' ratings of student behavior with each other, as well as the item of

polite/rude on the volunteer and resource questionnaires.

most

least

Took Turns

Volunteers' Perception of Students' Behavior with Bea other

Polite
20 30

most

least

Considerate

10

mos

leas

Pushy

mos

leas

60

4.60........ft1111.1141MmIlMon.O.MenwmoodrommiMO.MINW....w.wwww1111.PMEI

The interpretation is a fairly straightforward one that the students are

generally seem to be polite to the adults and considerate of each other.

OR%

Community Da.4... Conclusions

Community Day seems to be exposed to a multiplicity of expectations for it.

Teachers expect it to provide staff development and planning time for a number

of important activities; kids expect to have fun, and to do new and exciting

things; parents expect the program to fit in with the overall goals of the Marcy

educational program.



Is the program meeting its goals?

The intereat and inportAnce attached to community reaction shows a positive

impact so far.

Feedback from the teachers and some students indicate that Community Day

has provided some activities, materials and interactions which would not otherwise

be available (c.f., program-specific goal, no. 1). There are some aspects of

program-specific goals which have not as yet been assessed for evaluation.

Because of the experimental and gradually phased-in nature of the program, it has

not been possible to determine the "aspects of the regular school environment"

which were "interrupted or eliminated by the implementation of CD".

The teachers have used the additional time for their own planned activities,

setting their priorities primarily according to necessity for accomplishing

schcol- related work. Most of tihem accomplished at least half of what they had

planned. The effect on the staff is difficult to judge at this time, but most

want the program to continue, and are excited about the possibilities for future

integration.

The degree of satisfaction among all participants has been very high, with

very little dissatisfaction expressed.

The three components for the goals for children show the following; that

children have shown an increased ability to take responsibility for their own

activities. They have shown an understanding of individual rights and the rights

of others; but more subtle kinds of questions remain. How to measure the

effectiveness of the students' activities on their classroom curriculum? There

is no "countable" method now available. The CDD is not spending time working

on the facilitation of integrated curriculum ideas. Some of the questions raised

in the writing of the Proposal are still relevant - how have the priorities been

set? Does CD provide real extra time for teachers, or impose a burden? How long

can CD sustain the intense parent participation?



The recommendation of the evaluator is for participants to consider a mod-

ification of the program. Teacher and Developer planning sho uld be built in -

with CD functioning ovontually to include students more into every phase - from

phoning a resource or volunteer for their own interest group, as well as working

out a series of related Tuesday experiences. Some indications from the most

recent CD are thr,lt,-sne students are getting more involved in the total planning.

There has alao been some cross-classroom grouping for CD activities. The CDD

could then function aJ more of a special resource person for students and teachers

rather than a traffic manager. One way of accomplishing this might be to reduce

the numLer of ,CDs, facilitate increased teaming in the school among the teachers,

give the CDD time to coordinate corss-classroom and fam4y interests and

activities, and to make site inspections.

Details and implementation remain in the hands of the staff and of the Marcy

Council. The program has provided some valuable experiences and new directions

for offering an Open School. Continuing modification can bring it more closely

in line with It.; foals and sharpen the expectations to a level of an integrated

implementation.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CD PROGRAM - -AN INTERVIEW WITH THE

COMMUNITY DAY DEVELOPER

The most rewarding aspect of the program for Matti has been reports from

teachers Lhat many students who had been unresponsive in class, suddenky came

alive on Community Day. A number of these students moved into leadership

positions as they organized other students around their interests.

Another rewarding aspect was the ease with which students were able to

relate to the mew many new adults in their expanded environment. Students

became aware that a "teacher" can be anyone with a sense of excitement and

interest in their work, and who arc willing to share that with others.

Some students continued Community Day activities beyond school. One group

had done an interviewing project (asking people about their jobs and other

activities), and continued this in their families and neighborhoods.



ACTIONS BASED UPON THE PRELIMINARY

COMMUNITY DAY EVALUATION REPOAT

The last Community Day of the Spring pilot program ended May 31st. A

preliminary evaluation report was completed in mid-May, the Marcy staff and

Council were given copies of the report and each group met to decide upon continu-

ation of the program.

The staff felt a sense of satisfaction with the limited experience, but

indicated that they need more time to fully integrate the goals of Community

Day into their classroom activity. Teachers who had had more Community Day

experiences could more easily pinpoint the areas that needed defining and had

begun to work out accomodatians. All the teachers.felt that more time was needed

to fully test the program against its goals.

The Marcy Council agreed to support the teachers' decision to continue

the program for another year. Council members raised points of concern, but felt

that it was the responsibility of the staff to develop a workable program based

up..n their needs and capabilities.

The recommendation of the evaluator to reconsider the possibility of

a Community Day each Tuesday was agreed upon by the staff. A modification of

goals, however, was felt to be premature. Continuing evaluation as the program

unfolds in Fall, 1974 will provide the staff with on-going feedback.
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Schedule of Community Day

February 26-(pre-pilot program) Family One

March 12-(pilot program) Family One

March 26-Fami4 One

April 2-Family Two

April 18-Family One

April 23-Family Two

April 30-Family One and Three

May 7-- Family Two and Four

May 1L- Family One, Two, Three, and Five

Mgy 21-Family Four

May 28-Family Three and Five


